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A comparison between an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) and an Adjoint-Gradient (AG) Method applied to a two-dimensional Navier-Stokes code for airfoil design is presented. Both approaches use a common function evaluation code, the steady-state explicit part of the code, ARC2D. The parameterization of the design space is a common B-spline approach for an airfoil surface, which together with a common gridding approach, restricts the AG and EA to the same design space. Results are presented for a class of viscous transonic airfoils in which the optimization tradeoff between drag minimization as one objective and lift maximization as another, produces the multi-objective design space. Comparisons are made for efficiency, accuracy and design consistency.

Introduction

The main focus of this paper is a comparison of multi-objective optimization between an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) and an Adjoint-Gradient (AG) method applied to a two-dimensional Navier-Stokes code for airfoil design. The EA used here is a genetic algorithm approach¹ coupled with two multi-objective optimization methods: a Weighted-Objective-Function (WOF) Pareto optimal set technique and a Dominance-Pareto-Front (DPF) technique. The AG approach is described in detail by Nemec³ and is coupled with the WOF technique for multi-objective optimization. Both approaches use a common function evaluation code, the steady-state explicit operator from ARC2D,⁶ which employs second-order finite-differences, artificial dissipation, and the Spalart-Almaras turbulence model. The parameterization of the design space is taken from the B-spline approach² for an airfoil surface, which together with a common gridding approach, restrict the AG and EA to the same design space.

A characterization of the two distinct approaches to multi-objective optimization would be:

1. The EA (6)(7)(1) method, which using a genetic algorithm to produce a subtle interaction of explorations and exploitations of a design space.
2. The AG method, employing a discrete-adjoint and flow-sensitivity approach(2)(3) which attempts to estimate the slope of the landscape of a design space and follow the terrain to find local minima or maxima.

Both approaches have been extensively applied to single-objective optimization problems. The focus here will be on multi-objective optimization, which has an obvious application to multi-disciplinary problems ¹. The comparison for the two approaches will be made for the computation of a Pareto optimal set (“Pareto front”), of a two-objective optimization (one a function of lift, the other a function of drag) within the framework of a two-dimensional viscous transonic airfoil computation. In the context of Pareto optimal sets; the “Pareto front” is the set of solutions found in the design space which are non-inferior or non-dominate in both objective measures, i.e., there is no feasible solution which would decrease one objective without causing a simultaneous decrease of the other. The set of minimal non-dominated solutions constitute the “Pareto front”.

The two approaches employed to compute the Pareto front are:

WOF: The method of Weighted Objective Functions,⁶ sometimes called Aggregating Functions. In this method, the two objectives are combined with weights (summing to 1.0) to form a new objective function. The aggregated objective is then optimized as a single objective-optimization. This method has been demonstrated to work well for non-convex design spaces, but suffers for convex spaces and is subject to difficulties in the choice of weights, especially if the objectives are not properly scaled. Fortunately, for our application, the design space is non-convex and well scaled.

DPF: A Dominance Pareto Front technique,⁹(6)(7) typically applied in conjunction with an EA algorithm, employs non-dominated sorting and selection coupled with a genetic algorithm to move a population toward
the Pareto front. This method does not suffer from convexity or scaling problems.

**Design Process**

Optimization of a two-dimensional viscous transonic airfoil is studied where the objective is to develop a class of airfoils which have trade offs between minimization of drag and a maximization of lift. The flow conditions and modeling characteristics (e.g., turbulence model, numerical algorithm) are described below.

**Design Space**

A B-spline representation of the airfoil geometry is employed, details can be found in Nemec. Briefly, the airfoil surface is defined by a number of control points connected by a B-spline function representation based on a default surface and grid system. Typically 10 control points are distributed over the upper and lower surface, labeled $D_1$ through $D_{10}$ (starting at the lower surface trailing edge and going clockwise to the upper surface trailing edge). The control points along with angle of attack ($\alpha$) constitute the design space parameters for the optimization. As the optimization progresses, perturbed control points produce a new geometry (the default grid is locally reclustered in the surface normal direction) combined with a new $\alpha$ defining a candidate design, which is driven by the various optimization processes defined below. The parameterization of the design space together with a common volume grid procedure, restricts all the optimization approaches to the same design space.

**Objective Space**

A common function evaluation code is used for all the methods, the explicit steady-state operator from ARC2D (a second-order finite-difference, artificial dissipation code which uses the Spalart-Almaras turbulence model). The code produce values of lift, $C_l$, and drag, $C_d$, which are in the fitness functions defined below.

In the case of EA optimization, the viscous Navier-Stokes code ARC2D is used to compute a flowfield, in particular the lift and drag, and performs the function evaluation. For the AG optimization approach the Newton-Krylov approach of Pueyo, which employs the same explicit steady-state operator from ARC2D, is used for the flow field integrator. Consistency between the two methods was verified and identical flow solver parameters were used. In fact, both approaches have identical fixed point solution spaces when provided identical parameterizations and input data.

**Fitness Function**

Fitness functions (one for lift $F_l$ and one for drag $F_d$) are

$$F_l = (1 - C_l/C^*_l)^2 + \delta$$

$$F_d = (1 - C_d/C^*_d)^2 + \delta$$

where the targets are $C^*_l = 0.55, C^*_d = 0.0095$ and $\delta$ is a thickness constraint designed to increase when a minimum thickness distribution is violated. The thickness constraint limits are chosen so that the design can achieve the target $C^*_l$, but not $C^*_d$. Further details for these objective functions can be found in Nemec. (3)

**Adjoint Gradient Method**

The AG method is described in detail in Nemec et al. (2) and Nemec. (3) The Newton–Krylov algorithm consists of four modules: 1) design variables and grid perturbation, 2) flow solver, 3) gradient computation, and 4) optimizer. The design variables are based on the B-spline parameterization of the airfoil. The discretized Navier–Stokes and turbulence model equations are differentiated by hand, and the adjoint method is used to compute the objective function gradient. The preconditioned GMRES method is applied to solve not only the flow equations, where it is used in conjunction with an inexact-Newton method, but also the adjoint equation. The accuracy of the gradient is verified by comparison with gradients based on the finite-difference and flow-sensitivity methods. The optimization problem is cast as an unconstrained problem by using quadratic penalty functions. A BFGS quasi-Newton optimizer is used to solve the unstrained problem. A detailed evaluation of the algorithm was performed with emphasis on the accuracy and efficiency of the gradient computation and the efficiency of the flow solver. The resulting algorithm provides a highly efficient approach for aerodynamic design problems governed by the Navier–Stokes equations. The preconditioning strategy, in particular, has been optimized for both the flow solution and the gradient evaluation. Nemec (3) provides a detailed development and validation of the design process for single and multi-point airfoil optimization.

**Genetic Algorithm**

A generational genetic algorithm (1) is used to drive the EA. It combines a number of ranking and selection techniques, mutations and perturbations performed on the exploited “chromosomes” producing the exploration set for the next generation. In the case of the DPF results, a chromosome archival strategy is also used, where new points found on the Pareto front are stored in an accumulation file producing a well defined front. The archival file can be used in the ranking process and also as part of the selection pool. The flow code ARC2D (3) is used to evaluate a chromosome for it’s fitness to be used in the next generation’s ranking. Efficiency is obtained on a parallel computing system by parallel evaluation of each chromosomes fitness. Most of the results shown for the EA cases were performed on 16, 32 or 64 processors of a workstation cluster, where the number of processors chosen was equal to the population size of the optimization.
Briefly, a set of "chromosomes" ("population") consisting of the design parameters "genes" is first processed by the objective function, ARC2D, producing "fitness" values \((F_z, F_d)\). The "chromosomes" are then ranked by their "fitness," a new intermediate generation is selected from the current "population," using a number of selection algorithms (e.g., tournament selection, where 3 randomly chosen "parents" compete based on ranking, the winners surviving to form the intermediate generation). The intermediate generation is then processed by cross-over and mutation strategies to produce the new generation of "chromosomes". The genetic algorithm process is repeated until convergence. Convergence is hard to define for algorithms of this type. Typically, convergence of a genetic algorithm is assumed when the objective function ceases to improve, although this is not always a good measure, since the genetic algorithm can wander around for a rather long time, until new region of convergence is found. There are a number of genetic algorithm parameters involved, such as, number of "chromosomes" in a generation, probability of selection, mutation, cross-over, and convergence criteria. The genetic algorithm parameters were chosen to optimize the convergence of the EA, see Holst and Pulliam.(1) Also, in the context of the objective function ("fitness"), a flow solver, such as ARC2D, involves a large number of input variables controlling accuracy, convergence of the flow computation, physical modeling etc. In the results presented below, we freeze the flow solver (ARC2D) parameters, except where noted, so that the design space has consistency over the various optimizations.

**Optimization Processes**

The two Pareto front calculation techniques are combined with the optimization algorithms to produce three Pareto optimization methods: AG-WOF, EA-WOF and EA-DPF.

**AG-WOF:** The AG is coupled with the WOF to produce a Pareto front. The two objective functions \(F_z, F_d\) are combined to form an aggregate objective function \(F = W_z F_z + W_d F_d\) with a set of weighting coefficients:

\[
\{(W_z, W_d) : (0.99, 0.01), (0.90, 0.10), (0.80, 0.20), (0.70, 0.30), (0.60, 0.40), (0.55, 0.45), (0.50, 0.50), (0.40, 0.60), (0.45, 0.55), (0.30, 0.70), (0.20, 0.80), (0.15, 0.85), (0.10, 0.90), (0.05, 0.95), (0.01, 0.99)\}
\]

The AG optimization method is then applied to the aggregated objective to find optimal results for discrete points on the Pareto front.

**EA-WOF:** The EA is coupled with the WOF using the same weighting procedure as AG-WOF.

**EA-DPF:** The EA is applied with the DPF to produce the Pareto front directly. The Pareto dominance approach of Goldberg(9) is employed to establish ranking for the EA. In this case, the Pareto front will be defined as a set of discrete points which in some sense represent an equivalence to WOF set of results. This is only an appropriate analogy for non-convex simple fronts.

**Results**

RESULTS are presented for a viscous airfoil optimization of lift and drag. The flow conditions are a Mach number, \(M_{\infty} = 0.7\), and a Reynolds number, \(Re = 9 \times 10^6\). The angle of attack, \(\alpha\), is one of the design variables. A C-grid consisting of 201 by 45 points is used.

**Pareto Front Comparison**

Figure 1 shows the computed Pareto fronts from the three approaches. Results from AG-WOF may be considered the "true Pareto front," since the AG results are driven to a zero gradient at convergence. The large symbols refer to the specific results for the various weighting ratios as given above. The EA-WOF results compare well with the "true Pareto front," except in the region of large \(W_i\) weighting where the objective function \(F_i\) goes to zero. This region is sensitive, since without the drag constraint, the maximized lift problem \((F_z = 0)\) is ill-defined (an infinite number of airfoils can satisfy the optimization). In general, the EA-WOF results show excellent agreement with the AG-WOF results. Results from EA-DPF are also a good approximation to the "true Pareto front" and produce a well populated set of optimizations along the Pareto front. In fact, one of the strengths of the EA-DPF method is the automatic development of a large class of optimization results, which can be evaluated by the designer. On the other hand, when the gradient can be formed (a difficult task in general, but possible as demonstrated in Neme(3)), the AG-WOF method can more efficiently obtain specific designs, i.e., in the case of non-convex Pareto fronts.

A selection of the weighting coefficients is indicated in Figure 1, with black lines pointing to cases where AG-WOF and EA-WOF produce similar results, red AG-WOF and blue EA-WOF arrows where they differ, and a single blue arrow at \(\{W_z, W_d\} = \{0.02, 0.98\}\) a point added to the EA-WOF case to fill in the results in that region. The results from EA-DPF consist of about 500 points along the Pareto front, fairly well distributed, and demonstrate a strength of the dominance approach, i.e., no weighting choices have to be made to produce a reasonable front.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of \(-C_l\), (we plot negative lift to emphasize the minimization aspect of the optimization) against \(C_d\) for the three methods. Specific values of \(C_l, C_d, \alpha, F_i\), and \(F_d\) are shown in Tables...
1 and 2 for the AG-WOF and EA-WOF methods. The results from EA-DPF are too numerous to show in a table format and will be discussed in more detail below. For the two similar approaches AG-WOF and EA-WOF the comparison are excellent for $C_l$ and $C_d$. The objective functions $F_i$ and $F_d$ are also in good agreement. Somewhat interesting is the disparity in terms of $\alpha$ and by inference the details of the designed airfoil shapes. A further discussion of these results is given below.

**Work Estimates**

Before proceeding with further comparisons, we will discuss timing or work estimates. The three design optimization methods (AG-WOF, EA-WOF and EA-DPF) are composed of similar components (they all use the same explicit function evaluation of ARC2D, design space representations and grid generation), but they have enough dissimilar components (e.g., adjoint gradient in contrast to genetic algorithm process) to make detailed CPU timings unreliable and misleading. Results for the AG-WOF cases will be presented in terms of design cycles, which include, the design space variations, flow solves, gradient (adjoint) evaluations and optimizer steps. Work estimates from the EA-WOF and EA-DPF cases are shown below.
The advantage of AG-WOF over EA-WOF comes from these just ballpark estimates. Part of the time a factor of 30 times that of an AG-WOF design. In contrast, EA-WOF requires about 300 generations for complete design using AG-WOF resulting in 100,000 RHS-Evals per design. In contrast, EA-WOF requires about 300 generations for a design, resulting in 3,000,000 RHS-Evals, a factor of 30 times that of an AG-WOF design. These are just ballpark estimates. Part of the time advantage of AG-WOF over EA-WOF comes from the efficiency of the Newton Krylov algorithm used for the flow solver and adjoint solution, compared to the approximate factorization time integration used by ARC2D. Typically, the Newton Krylov solver is an order of magnitude faster per Navier–Stokes solution compared to the default approximate factorization solver in ARC2D.

Another aspect of the work associated with each of these methods are the requirements on the flow solver. The AG-WOF method requires complete convergence of the flow solver at each design cycle, about 10 orders of magnitude drop in the flow solver residual. It also requires a 3-4 order of magnitude drop in the gradient as a design convergence criteria. Smart restart strategies, in some cases, reduce the work required for subsequent designs along the Pareto front.

For the EA results, shown here, the flow solver residual is converged 10 order of magnitude as above, although this is not a requirement. In fact, partial convergence of the flow solver (ARC2D) can be used (especially in the early stages of the design). A 3-4 order of magnitude drop in residual of the flow solver is sufficient for a design. This can reduce the work of the EA designs by as much as a factor of three.

Parallelization

One advantage of the EA processes is its embarrassingly parallel nature. For example, if a population size of 32 is employed, each chromosome set can be parsed out to a separate processor on a 32 processor parallel system and simultaneously evaluated. This results in a direct linear scalability of processing and can make up for the factor of 30 between AG-WOF and EA-WOF - in wall clock turn around time. The AG-WOF process could also be parallelized, where different weights of the WOF Pareto front could be solved simultaneously. Parallelization also provides a degree of efficiency for the EA-DPF method, where multiple design points are simultaneously computed for approximately the same work. In fact, the amount of work for the EA-DPF results shown in Figure 1 is equivalent to two EA-WOF results (i.e. two weighting choices), and produces over 500 distributed points over the Pareto front.

Comparison of AG-WOF and EA-WOF

We focus now on a detailed comparison between AG-WOF and EA-WOF for one point in the Pareto front computation. The WOF approach is applied in both cases for each point generated on the front, and, in general, except near $W_1 = 1.0$, the results from each method compare quite well. The $W_1 = 0.5$, $W_d = 0.5$ case is chosen for comparison and typifies the other results.

The left side of Figure 3 shows the convergence for AG-WOF in design cycles for the total fitness function, $F$, the lift coefficient, $C_l$, the drag coefficient, $C_d$, angle of attack, $\alpha$ (one of the design variables), and two other design variables (the control points near

---

### Table 1: AG-WOF Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$W_1$</th>
<th>$C_l$</th>
<th>$C_d$</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$F_d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.5491</td>
<td>0.0121</td>
<td>2.123</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.5437</td>
<td>0.0122</td>
<td>1.884</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.5361</td>
<td>0.0119</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.5284</td>
<td>0.0119</td>
<td>1.333</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.5194</td>
<td>0.0118</td>
<td>1.309</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
<td>0.0630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.5120</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.0064</td>
<td>0.0579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.5079</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.0078</td>
<td>0.0558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.4949</td>
<td>0.0116</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.0119</td>
<td>0.0539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.4894</td>
<td>0.0116</td>
<td>1.063</td>
<td>0.0145</td>
<td>0.0524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.4695</td>
<td>0.0114</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.0242</td>
<td>0.0470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.4338</td>
<td>0.0118</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>0.0474</td>
<td>0.0379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.3978</td>
<td>0.0111</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.0789</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.3687</td>
<td>0.0101</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.1109</td>
<td>0.0272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.2814</td>
<td>0.0106</td>
<td>-0.115</td>
<td>0.2395</td>
<td>0.0167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.1402</td>
<td>0.0103</td>
<td>-0.275</td>
<td>0.5561</td>
<td>0.0094</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

In general, except near $W_1 = 1.0$, the results from each method compare quite well. The $W_1 = 0.5$, $W_d = 0.5$ case is chosen for comparison and typifies the other results.

The left side of Figure 3 shows the convergence for AG-WOF in design cycles for the total fitness function, $F$, the lift coefficient, $C_l$, the drag coefficient, $C_d$, angle of attack, $\alpha$ (one of the design variables), and two other design variables (the control points near
Fig. 3  Convergence for AG-WOF and EA-WOF, $W_l = 0.5$
the trailing edge), $D_1$ and $D_{10}$. The right side of Figure 3 shows similar convergence results for EA-WOF in generations. The final values are shown in the plots for each of the results. Except in the case of $\alpha$ and the design variables, both method converge to consistent values.

Obviously, the convergence path of each method is different and specific comparisons would be fruitless. Instead, certain characteristics should be noted. The results for $F$ in AG-WOF are somewhat noisy (due to activation of the thickness constraints, see(3)), but do show a steady convergence. In contrast, EA-WOF shows a rapid convergence of $F$ (we are actually showing the $F$ from the best chromosome in the EA which is guaranteed to be a monotonically decreasing function). Lift convergence is very consistent between the two methods, which is to be expected since the lift objective function is a strong forcing constraint. More interesting is the convergence of $\alpha$ and the two design variables, $D_1$ and $D_{10}$. As noted above, angle of attack $\alpha$ and the trailing edge region are the slowest to converge in both methods. Approximately, for AG-WOF, $\alpha$ steadily decreases, while for EA-WOF, $\alpha$ converges in distinct steps. Simultaneously, the two design variables, $D_1$ and $D_{10}$ steadily increase for AG-WOF and also for EA-WOF.

Some insight into the convergence process can be found in Figure 4. Here we show the convergence for AG-WOF of the gradient and also the computed trailing edge deflection angle as a function of design cycles. The gradient shows slow convergence for 90 design cycles and then rapid convergence over the last 10 design cycles. The trailing edge deflection angle converges in a similar manner, although it does start it’s rapid decent at about 70 design cycles.

This trade-off in the design space between the trailing edge deflection angle and angle of attack make the EA-WOF results slow to converge to the final $\alpha$, $D_1$ and $D_{10}$ of the “true Pareto front”, i.e. the AG-WOF results. Figure 5 compares the airfoil surface obtained with the two methods. The general airfoil shape, leading edge, thickness, and camber compare well for both of the methods. The main differences occur near the trailing edge and are indicative of the slow convergence of EA-WOF for angle of attack and trailing edge deflection angle.

The results for the other weightings are very similar to the $W_i = 0.5$ results presented above. The larger $W_i$ weightings converge the slowest and therefore have the largest deviation from the AG-WOF results. Based on Figure 1, the two weighting methods (AG-WOF and EA-WOF) converge to the same Pareto front. Details in regions such as the trailing edge do not compare as well.

This slow convergence of the trailing edge region, and by inference the angle of attack, $\alpha$, is typical of all the results. It may be a difficulty created by the choice of the design space parameterization or just a consequence of the Newton-like performance of the AG-WOF method, see Nemec.(3) It could also indicate a flat region in the design space, where the AG optimization slowly converges until the gradient converges. Such a region would also slow down an EA, which would be good at getting into the flat region, but
have difficulty in the later stages of finding an absolute extremum. The **EA-WOF** method relies on an exploration (somewhat stochastically) of the design space and suffers greatly in relatively flat design spaces. On the other hand **AG** optimization would have more difficulty than an **EA** in noisy design spaces, (since **AG** relies on smooth gradients), and multi-modal design spaces, (where **AG** could get stuck in a local but not global extremum).

**Pareto Front Results From EA-DPF**

The true strength of the **EA** approach for multi-objective optimization, is not in the area of a Weighted-Objective approach, rather it is in the computation of the total Pareto front in one total design integration - **EA-DPF**. Results for the **EA-DPF** are presented in Figure 6. The development of the Pareto front is shown after 5, 10 and 100 generations. The results at 600 generations are declared converged by virtue of the lack of movement of the Pareto front. In fact, the Pareto front was fairly well established by about 400 generations, but to ensure the final development another 200 generations was computed. The complete search design space is shown as points. The search space is a plot of results from all the generations and shows all the locations in design space visited by the **EA**. Also shown is the “true Pareto front” from **AG-WOF**. Convergence of **EA-DPF** is rapid (approximately 100 generations) over most of the front. The front fills out and converges more slowly in the high $F_1$ region. These results were obtained in approximately 6,000,000 evaluations which is a factor of 60 larger than a single **AG-WOF** design, but only a factor of 5 times more expensive than a Pareto front computation using the **AG-WOF** approach which produced approximately 15 points along the front. The final Pareto front shown for **EA-DPF** contains 500 individual designs and although some regions are more densely populated than others the entire curve is well represented. The **EA-DPF** approach does not rely upon a set of weightings and is a more hands off approach to finding a Pareto front. It still suffers from some of the poor convergence exhibited in **EA-WOF** for probably the same reasons.

The **EA-DPF** approach takes advantage of the economy of scale available because of the parallel nature of the computations. Multiple function evaluations (ARC2D runs) can be processed simultaneously across processors and thereby cover up much of the cost inherent in the **EA** as compared to **AG** optimization. The wall clock times can actually be less for a parallelized **EA** approach relative to a no-parallel **AG** approach, although parallelization of **AG-WOF** for multiple weightings could be employed also.

Figure 7 shows comparisons of results from **AG-WOF** at weightings $W_i = 0.01, 0.20, 0.50, 0.80$, respectively, with results taken from the **EA-DPF** Pareto front at points very close in fitness space to the **EA-WOF** values. In Figure 6, we have marked the locations of the comparisons, e.g. **CASE** $W_i = 0.20$. Also shown are the convergence characteristics of the ARC2D runs made to compute the analysis. In general, the results compare quite well in terms of basic airfoil shape, aerodynamic loads ($C_i$, $C_d$, coefficient of pressure, $C_p$) and designs. The main difference is again in the trailing edge region and the trade off between trailing edge deflection angle and angle of attack.

**Conclusions**

**Detailed** comparisons of three approaches for multi-objective airfoil optimization have been presented. In terms of the approach to computing a Pareto front, the two similar methods, (**AG-WOF** and **EA-WOF**) produce consistent fronts and designs. The third method **EA-DPF** also produces a consistent front and is able to compute a large number of design points on the Pareto front for a reasonable cost. In general, the designs obtained are consistent across the approaches and except in the trailing edge region, they represent similar optimal designs.

The main purpose of this paper was to demonstrate the applicability of an **EA** approach for optimization and Pareto front computation and to contrast its performance and results with an **AG** approach. It was not to cast one method as being superior to another. Even within the rather restricted class of airfoil design using Navier-Stokes, there will be occasions where one method will be more appropriate than another based on speed or efficiency issues. The **AG** method is obviously more efficient than an **EA** approach on a point for point basis of the WOF for a Pareto front calculation. The **AG** does involve significant programming to develop a solver for the adjoint and a proper gradient operator. When this can be accomplished an **AG** approach will be superior and is a very capable and useful design tool. On the other hand, if the model (flow solver, design parameterization, etc) require significant modifications, the computation of the gradient may require significant recoding and analysis. The **EA** approach requires little if any modification to an existing flow solver and the actual genetic algorithm processing of chromosomes requires trivial additional work.

There are other issues which may favor the **EA**, but we have not explored or addressed them here. These include multi-modal design spaces and non-smooth design spaces. Future work could concentrate on characterizing the two approaches for design problems with these characteristics (if we can find such problems!).

Finally, we may conclude that measuring convergence based on the achieved level of the objective function for **AG-WOF** is be misleading. The objective function converges rapidly while the gradient is
Fig. 6 Pareto Front Comparison: AG-WOF, EA-DPF
slow to converge except in the last 10% for the optimization, see Figures 3 and 4. In the case of an EA optimization, the only measure of convergence is the objective function, and it's convergence is similar to the AG results. Therefore, we may also conclude that in the absence of a measure on the gradient, the best we can hope for in an EA optimization is to get close to the extrema. One could argue, though, that this would be sufficient since other influences, (such as, design space approximations, flow solver error, and gradient error in an AG), could produce larger design differences than lack of convergence of the optimization. This should be the subject of future studies, where such errors are investigated for the influence on the final design and design tolerances can be established.

Fig. 7 Comparison of AG-WOF and EA-DPF
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